
  



  

Workshop Targets

● Workshop rules
● Regulation
● How codependency is created
● What codependency is trying to 
do
● How to heal it - permanently
● Your next step



  

This Workshop Will Take 
About 2 Hours



  

Before We Begin, Some Rules 
For Live Class...



  

Rules For Live Class
● Please do not share details about your 
trauma in class
● Please do not contact other students or 
participants privately; ask permission 
first via public message in the chat; if 
they accept, you’re good to go
● Support is available in The Community
● Take your time with what you’re 
learning. Let it sink in. Process it and 
allow it to guide you



  

Feel Free To Ask Questions 
Relevant To The Class Topic.  

Save Personal Shares For The Q&A 
At The End Of Class.

Share In The Facebook Community 
If You Need Further Support



  

Let’s Welcome Any Emotion 
That Is Present With Some 

Regulation



  

Questions To Ponder During 
The Class:



  

What If Codependency Wasn’t 
The Problem?



  

What If Your Lack Of Success 
In Healing Wasn’t Caused By 
A Flaw Or Problem In You?



  

How Codependency Is 
Created



  

You Are Born Into The World 
With Three Core Needs



  

I Call These 3 Core Needs 
“The Three Necessities”



  

The 3 Necessities

● Safety
● Connection
● Value-Identity



  

Let’s Look At Each Of Them



  

Necessity One: Safety



  

Necessity One: Safety

There are 3 types of safety you have. They all 
depend on each other. Here they are:

● Physical Safety:  This is physical shelter, safe 
surroundings, access to food, water, money, ability 
to care for and defend self, and how people behave 
● Emotional Safety:  This is how safe you feel with 
your emotions, how safe you feel sharing what you 
feel, receiving and witnessing emotions from others
● Relational Safety: This is how safe you feel with 
the people in your life; how safe it feels to share 
feelings, wants, needs, boundaries, opinions; how 
safe it feels to contribute to their life



  

Necessity Two: Connection



  

Necessity Two: Connection

You experience connection in 3 ways. Each 
are necessary for healthy, felt-sense 
experience of being connected and belonging.

● You-to-You Connection:  This is how you 
relate to yourself and how you feel connected 
to your sense of self,being real, and taking up 
space
● You-to-Others:  This is how you connect 
with others. This is how you ask for needs and 
wants, share feelings, outline desires, set 
boundaries, and build connection. It is also 
how you respond to their feelings, wants, 
needs, boundaries, and so forth
● Others-to-You: This is how others relate to 
you, including how they share their needs & 
wants, boundaries, desires. It is also how they 
respond to your needs, wants, feelings, 
boundaries, and so forth



  

Necessity Three: Value-
Identity



  

Necessity Three: Value-Identity

Value-identity is how you perceive your worth and self. It 
is:

● Your Self Concept:  This is who you think you are. It is 
largely a result of programming from past experiences and 
expectations.
● Your Sense of Value:  This is the dominant emotional 
experience of worth that you trust and rely on to determine 
many of your choices and actions in life
● Who You Believe You Are To Others: This is how you 
believe you are perceived and valued by others; your 
skills, talents, achievements, failures, limits and 
capabilities influence this this perception



  

The 3 Necessities Affect Every 
Area Of Your Life, Including:



  

Including...

● How you show up in friendships 
● How you show up in romantic relationships
● How you show up in your work or business
● How you try to get your needs met
● How you pursue your wants and desires
● How you communicate with yourself and others
● How you manage your boundaries
● How you play in your life
● The purpose and direction you choose for your 
life



  

When These 3 Necessities Are 
Nurtured Consistently, You 
Grow Into Your Adult Self



  

Attributes Of The Adult Self
● Confident in your abilities to care for yourself
● Secure in your sense of worth as a person
● Able to build and navigate secure bonds
● Know what you like, want, and need in your life
● Able to understand what others like, want, and 
need in their lives and if you can and want to 
contribute to that
● Able to handle conflict constructively and 
communicate clearly and kindly
● Able to soothe and care for your pain and nurture 
your joy
● Have a stable sense of who you are and who you 
want to be



  

But When Neglect, Abuse, 
And Harm Are Regular 

Experiences, These Needs 
Starve



  

This Is Scary And Threatening 
To Your Survival



  

This Causes The Body To Try 
To Protect You From More 
Abuse, Neglect, And Harm



  

The Body Has Four Options 
To Achieve This:

It Can Fight, Flight, Freeze, or 
Fawn 



  

When Your Body Can’t Fight 
Or Flee, It Will Freeze Until It 

Can.

If It Never Can Flee Or Fight, It 
Will Then Fawn



  

Let’s Look At The Fawn 
Response



  

Fawn



  

Your Brain On Fawn

● The brain determines it can survive by being 
appealing to the threat
● Muscles enter a cycle of relax-then-tense-
then-relax, breathing will be intermittently 
relaxed then tense
● Brain becomes fixated on other person, 
anticipating what they'll do and how to 
regulate/please that person
● One feels love feelings and affection towards 
the threat, especially after conflict or release of 
stress when they love-bomb
● Fawning perpetuates itself as it is coping with 
a threat is never satisfied, consistent, or 
reliable; chaos keeps the brain in the fawn state
● Fawning Behavior Examples: people 
pleasing, toxic accommodation, perfectionism, 
earning or proving worth, need to be needed, 
aka - CODEPENDENCY



  

Fundamentally, 
Codependency Is A Reaction 

To Chronically Unsafe 
Relationships



  

It Becomes The Strategy For 
Tolerating And Navigating 

Them When We Depend On 
That Relationship For Safety, 
Connection, or Value-Identity 

In A Significant Way



  

This Strategy Utilizes Six Core 
Habits To Nurture Those 3 

Necessities And Navigate The 
Relationship



  

Those The 6 Habits Are:

● Habit One: People-pleasing
● Habit Two: Perfectionism
● Habit Three: Toxic Accommodation
● Habit Four: Fixing and Care-taking
● Habit Five: Earning Worth
● Habit Six: Merging (trying to blend with 
another)



  

This Is Why Codependency Is 
NOT:



  

Codependency Is NOT:

● Part of your true self or identity
● A disease to cope with
● A shameful flaw in your person
● A permanent thing to live with



  

This Is Also Why Therapy And 
Common Self-Help Resources 

Often Fail To Heal 
Codependency



  

They Assume Codependency 
Is The Problem, When In 

Reality, It Is The Symptom



  

What You Actually Need Is A 
New Strategy That Nurtures 

Safety, Connection, And Your 
Value-Identity In Healthy Ways 
That Make It Safe Enough To 

No Longer Fawn



  

Having Such A Strategy 
Renders Codependency 

Irrelevant.  You Won’t Need It 
Anymore



  

That Is What My Be-Well 
Strategy Provides You



  

The Be-Well Strategy



  

What Is The Be-Well Strategy?



  

The Be-Well Strategy Is...

A set of 8 factors that a person uses to 
nurture and enjoy peace, well-being, and 

prosperity in their daily life



  

The Be-Well Strategy Is Built 
On The Premise That: 



  

That:

1) You were made innately worthy, whole, 
and complete

2) Your needs and wants are precious and 
valuable means of knowing you and 
connecting with you

3) Your desires matter and are part of why 
you are here

4) You are worthy of real love that is safe, 
nurturing, and caring

5) You are worthy of success and prosperity 
in whatever form you desire



  

Experiencing These As Real 
Things Is The Objective Of 

The Be-Well Strategy



  

It Achieves This Using 8 
Specific Factors:



  

The 8 Factors Of The Be-Well 
Strategy

1) Safety
2) Sanity
3) Personal Sovereignty
4) Trust Yourself
5) Know Yourself
6) Love Yourself
7) Be Yourself
8) Healthy Relating



  

These 8 Factors Are The Road 
Map For Real, Lasting Healing 

And Peace From 
Codependency



  

Each Of These Factors Has 
Two Levels Of Training:



  

Essential And Mastery Levels

● Essential Training: This is concepts and 
practices in the 8 Factors that one must 
master in order to experience peace and 
liberation from their codependency

● Mastery Training: This is concepts and 
practices that deepen one’s integration of 
the Be-well’s 8 Factors in their daily lives, 
creating long-term well-being, healthy 
relationships, and fulfilling purpose



  

Let’s Look At Each Factor 
And Their Essential And 

Mastery Training Concepts 
And Practices



  

Factor One:
Safety



  

Factor One: Safety
● What this is: We cultivate a growing sense of 
“safe enoughness” that helps you take on the 
work of being who you are and having safe, 
fulfilling relationships and purpose in life. This 
safety is cultivated in three areas: physical safety, 
emotional safety, and relationship safety

● Why it is crucial: Without a growing sense of 
safety in your body, relationships, and world, your 
nervous system and body will not allow you to 
grow beyond codependent behaviors.  Making it 
just a bit safer to grow allows your body to take 
risks needed to experience new outcomes with 
new tools and adapt to the changes those create



  

Factor One: Safety
Essential Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Essential 
Codependency Healing Trainings):

● Physical Safety: 
● Concepts: Assessing needed resources, including housing, money, 

support resources (community, therapy, friendship)
● Skills: Identifying and creating connections with therapeutic 

resources, friendships, local and online communities; resourcing 
housing, money as required

● Emotional Safety: 
● Concepts: Connecting with and understanding the legitimacy of your 

emotions& lived experiences
● Skills: Regulation of the nervous system within one’s window of 

tolerance. Creating connection with the emotional self and 
restoring trust it emotions and their legitimacy

● Relational Safety: 
● Concepts: How trust is built and demonstrated, Discerning Reality, 

Letting Patterns of Behavior Be The Truth 
● Skills: Identifying patterns of behavior and what they say, identifying 

signals of safe people, identifying and believing reality



  

Factor One: Safety
Mastery Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Codependency Healing 
System):

● Physical Safety: 
● Concepts: Creating and maintaining a lifestyle with people, places, 

and things that fulfill and nurture you by their nature.
● Skills: Creating and maintaining wealth, knowing what you want, 

taking action towards those desires.
● Emotional Safety: 

● Concepts: Creating connections of sharing with others, knowing and 
caring for your emotions based on their needs, resolving and 
integrating traumas, and capacity

● Skills: This involves the skills capacity regulation, emotional 
navigation, and dis-identifying with conclusions, legitimization, and 
sharing of emotions in safe ways, and navigating shame and guilt

● Relational Safety: 
● Concepts: Strong friendships, local and online communities, and 

romantic relationship development, play and purpose. 
● Skills: This includes the skills of communication that creates 

comprehension, navigating conflict to create intimacy, building 
secure attachment, advancing play and platonic bonding



  

Factor One: Safety
Specific milestones of this Factor:

● Essential: 
● Be able to identify and soothe anxiety, panic, and distress
● Be able to regulate emotions and attachment pain
● Be able to self-validate your emotions and lived experience
● Be able to identify safe persons and safe resources that add to your 

well-being
● Be able to acquire or take action towards acquiring needed 

resources
● Going slower, identifying one’s capacities, and respecting them

● Mastery:
● Strong friendships being developed
● Sense of community
● Skills development in money, work, business
● Open to Romantic relationships being possible
● Able to identify and nurture emotions, needs, and boundaries
● Engaged in priorities and purposes that satisfy
● Able to feel safe being alone, speaking up, saying yes and no, and 

directing their own life



  

Factor Two:
Sanity



  

Factor Two: Sanity

● What this is:  Sanity is about your sense of reality. You 
are connected to and actively acknowledging the 
legitimacy of your lived experience, acknowledging what 
actually happened, and embracing that reality (aka 
sobriety) based on facts, not fantasy, hope, or promises

● Why it is crucial: Healing depends on believing that 
your lived experiences, emotions, needs, wants, and 
hurts are innately real and valid. This orients you to your 
senses and personal clarity. Without this, you do not 
know what you need, what you feel, what boundaries are 
needed, who to choose as friends and partners, and 
what path and purpose to follow in life



  

Factor Two: Sanity

Essential Concepts And Skills (Taught in the 
Essential Codependency Healing Trainings):

● Reality & Fantasy:
● Concepts: What is fantasy and what is reality
● Skills: Identifying fantasies, neutralizing them, and 

connecting with reality
● Sobriety: 

● Concepts: Detect reality, embrace reality, and adhere 
to it

● Skills: Commitment to reality, navigation of relapse, 
and caring emotions that surface



  

Factor Two: Sanity
Mastery Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Codependency Healing 
System):

● Reality & Fantasy:
● Concepts: Deconstruction of beliefs, embracing curiosity, and 

navigating uncertainty
● Skills: Identify beliefs, expand and use curiosity to navigate uncertain 

situations, build a habit of question and inquiry
● Innate Legitimacy:

● Concepts: Understand Natural Completeness and Congruence 
(behavior that is aligned with one’s intent, worth, and reality)

● Skills: Deliberate choice and action, building shame-free self-
accountability, and achieving confidence

● Sobriety:
● Concepts: Being honest with your intentions and the alignment with 

choice and action with those intentions.  Embracing reality 100%
● Skills: Identifying inconsistencies between intent and action, 

ownership of outcomes, discovery of wisdom in failure and success



  

Factor Two: Sanity

Specific milestones of this Factor:

● Essential: 
● Identify and dissolve your codependent fantasies
● Identify reality and begin to trust it
● Care for emotions that arise in accessing reality and collapsing 

fantasy
● Mastery:

● Embrace reality and respond to reality based on your values and 
well-being

● Deepen sobriety and trust in the validity of your lived experiences
● Stop internalizing their behavior as a reflection of a problem within 

you; externalize their behavior and access your pain and act 
according to your well-being

● Care for yourself in a relapse through community and skills care
● Allow reality to guide you towards your desires rather than avoid 

failure or challenge through fantasy



  

Factor Three:
Personal Sovereignty



  

Factor Three: Sovereignty
● What this is: Sovereignty is the expression of your 

individual self through personal power, autonomy, and 
authority. This is where you discover, embrace, and 
integrate your innate ability to act for yourself on your 
behalf, become individualized from others, and embrace 
fundamental boundaries

● Why it is crucial: Sovereignty restores you to your 
natural power and to your individuality. This gives you 
power to regain your ability to change your life, define 
yourself, and establish your priorities, boundaries, and 
values.  Everything you desire depends on you knowing 
and operating from your power and sovereignty.  This 
ends people-pleasing, perfectionism, and trying to earn 
worth



  

Factor Three: Sovereignty

Essential Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Essential 
Codependency Healing Trainings):

● Personal Autonomy:
● Concepts: Understanding what autonomy is, how you 

have it and how to use it
● Skills: Identifying your personal wholeness and building 

trust in it
● Personal Power:

● Concepts: What personal power is, what you have it in, 
and how you use it. Ownership, what it is and how it 
works

● Skills: Identification of your personal power, other people’s 
power, and using it. Taking ownership of what is yours, 
releasing what isn’t



  

Factor Three: Sovereignty
Mastery Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Codependency Healing System):

● Personal Authority:
● Concepts: Deepening your autonomy through embracing your Personal Authority in 

your choices and actions
● Skills: Choosing and Acting based on what you value rather than what other’s 

expect. Building tolerance for disappointing others.  
● Personal Power:

● Concepts: Understanding Natural Powerlessness, Learned Helplessness, Orienting 
To Your Power

● Skills: Building trust in your personal use of your power for your benefit, allowing 
what you have no power over to be, navigating results and consequences

● Natural Completeness:
● Concepts: Autonomize your worth and individuality from judgment and conditions
● Skills: Liberation and Retrieval of your worth from conditions, rules, and judgments. 

Limits being a guide, not a judgment. Experience, trust, and embody your natural 
wholeness

● Congruence:
● Concepts: What congruence is, how it shows up, reactive and responsive states, 

and creating alignment between intent, worth, reality, and your actions
● Skills: Discern between a reactive state and responsive state, create more alignment 

between your intent, worth, reality with your choices and actions



  

Factor Three: Sovereignty
Specific milestones of this Factor:

● Essential: 
● Identify your natural autonomy, connect with it, and begin acting from 

it
● Identify your power, other people’s power, and begin using your 

power for your well-being and staying out of the way of other 
people’s use of their power (no more fixing or controlling)

● Explore and embrace your right to take up space and exist
● Mastery:

● Understand and allow what is NOT yours to be left to those it 
belongs to

● Embrace and use boundaried empathy
● Connect with and build trust in your natural completeness
● Deepen your embodiment and trust in your autonomy
● Discover and use your personal authority to your well-being
● Build congruence and aligned actions in your life so you get more of 

what you want
● Become self-accountable without shame or guilt being used



  

Factor Four:
Trust Yourself



  

Factor Four: Trust Yourself

● What this is: Confidence in the legitimacy of 
your senses, lived experiences, emotions, needs, 
and wants, as well as confidence in your ability to 
act on your own behalf. Loyalty to self.

● Why it is crucial: Self-trust eliminates the 
codependent habit of seeking validation outside 
one’s self, prevents manipulation and gaslighting 
from working, and empowers peace and personal 
power.  You are able to rely on yourself more 
than others and believe yourself despite what 
they feel or see



  

Factor Four: Trust Yourself

Essential Concepts And Skills (Taught in the 
Essential Codependency Healing Trainings):

● Nature And Anatomy of Trust:
● Concepts: What trust is, how it is nurtured, what doubt 

is, how it got introduced, and its three elements: 
Innate Legitimacy, Natural Completeness, and 
Congruence

● Skills: Identifying distrust and neutralizing it; building 
trust in the legitimacy of your reactions to support 
sanity and emotional regulation



  

Factor Four: Trust Yourself
Mastery Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Codependency Healing 
System):

● Building Trust In Your Innate Legitimacy:
● Concepts: Building trust in seven areas: the validity of your senses, 

emotions, lived experiences, capacities, natural completeness, real 
worth, and personal power

● Skills: Trusting first your own take on situations, inquiring for more 
information, and following your own senses and read on things

● Natural Completeness:
● Concepts: Autonomize your worth and individuality from judgment and 

conditions and embodiment of your completeness
● Skills: Liberation and Retrieval of your worth from conditions, rules, and 

judgments. Limits being a guide, not a judgment. Experience, trust, 
and embody your natural wholeness

● Congruence:
● Concepts: Harmony in your choices, actions, and intentions through 

trust in your live reality and intuitions
● Skills: Building choice and action that aligns with your intent, worth, and 

reality, and choosing based on values and long-term impact rather 
than short-term benefits



  

Factor Four: Trust Yourself

Specific milestones of this Factor:

● Essential: 
● Understand the anatomy of trust and begin to trust in the legitimacy 

of your reactions and lived experience
● Identify and neutralize distrust in yourself

● Mastery:
● Experience trust in the legitimacy of your senses, feelings, lived 

experiences, capacity, intuitions, desires, wants, dislikes, likes, etc.
● Build and experience trust in your ability to take action on your behalf 

that works for you and that increases your well-being
● Build trust in your natural completeness and allow it to expand your 

awareness of who you are
● Experience trust in your own senses about what you want and need 

regardless of other people’s perspectives
● Experience less need for justification or permission to have, do, and 

be yourself and pursue your desires



  

Factor Five:
Know Yourself



  

Factor Five: Know Yourself

● What this is: This is about understanding 
your nature as a person, what you like, don’t 
like, boundaries, guiding principles, 
preferences, rhythms, capacities, and more

● Why it is crucial: When we do not know 
ourselves, we will seek others to define us, 
giving them profound power over us.  
Knowing ourselves helps us create safe, 
healthy relationships, resources, and 
purposes in our lives



  

Factor Five: Know Yourself

Essential Concepts And Skills (Taught in the 
Essential Codependency Healing Trainings):

● Identity and Differentiation:
● Concepts: What identity actually is, what 

differentiation is and why they matter
● Skills: Ability to distinguish and tell yourself apart from 

other people emotionally, mentally, and 
psychologically



  

Factor Five: Know Yourself
Mastery Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Codependency Healing 
System):

● Root Conclusions and Identity:
● Concepts: Understand what core conclusions drive your sense of 

identity and self
● Skills: Discern your root conclusions, how it has shaped you, and begin 

to dis-identify with those conclusions
● The Three Voices:

● Concepts: Understand the three voices that we have within mind and 
body, and understand how your yes, no, maybe, and confusion signals 
show up in each of them

● Skills: Discern which voice is talking to you in the yes, no, maybe, and 
confusion impulses you feel, along with what you are feeling and 
thinking; follow your true voice, care for the other voices

● Self-sense:
● Concepts: Understand and sense into your body’s wisdom and insights 

and how it connects you to your True Voice
● Skills: Begin nurturing more body-based presence with yourself, your 

true voice, intuitions, and senses about people, places, and things in 
your daily life



  

Factor Five: Know Yourself

Specific milestones of this Factor:

● Essential: 
● Identify where you’re blended or enmeshed with another person’s 

point of view of who you are
● Differentiate/distinguish yourself from them and identify your own 

thoughts, feelings, perspectives, etc
● Mastery:

● Identify the root conclusions and meanings that define your current 
sense of worth and identity

● Identify your likes, wants, desires vs other people’s perspectives
● Sense into, hear, and distinguish between the voice of your past, 

other people, and your True Voice
● Trust and follow your true voice
● Distinguish and follow your intuition and creative self



  

Factor Six:
Love Yourself



  

Factor Six: Love Yourself

● What this is: This is about undoing the 
impact of transactional worth, connecting to 
real worth, and nurturing deep connection 
with that real worth, resulting in organic 
confidence, warmth and care towards YOU

● Why it is crucial: We’re raised to believe 
our value is conditional and dependent on 
others.  This reverses this programming, 
empowering you to have boundaries, take 
action on desires, stand up for yourself, and 
be your own person



  

Factor Six: Love Yourself

Essential Concepts And Skills (Taught in the 
Essential Codependency Healing Trainings):

● Real Worth & Transactional Worth:
● Concepts: Understand the two dominant types of 

worth are and how to identify them in your thinking 
and relationships

● Skills: Ability to identify transaction and real worth in 
thinking, feeling, and in relationships and start 
discovery of your real worth



  

Factor Six: Love Yourself
Mastery Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Codependency Healing 
System):

● Meaning And Conclusions:
● Concepts: Understand how conclusions and meaning have shaped your 

sense of worth
● Skills: Identify the meaning currently defining your worth

● Liberation:
● Concepts: Understand the 3-step process of liberating your worth from 

the meaning and conclusions it is attached to
● Skills: Complete each step of the Liberation Process, retrieve your worth 

from external sources, and nurture trust and loyalty to your worth 
despite outcomes and other people’s perspectives and feelings

● Embody and Express:
● Concepts: Understand how knowing your real worth informs your sense 

of identity, guides your choices and actions, and your personal 
priorities and values

● Skills: Begin sensing into, discovering, and being who you are as your 
real worth, including what you like, don’t like, boundaries, relationship 
desires, life and purpose desires, and how you want to show up in the 
world



  

Factor Six: Love Yourself

Specific milestones of this Factor:

● Essential: 
● Identify and understand what transactional worth is and what real 

worth is
● Begin discovery of your real, indomitable worth

● Mastery:
● Identify the root conclusions and meanings that define your current 

sense of worth and identity
● Process and dis-identify from those root conclusions and meanings
● Discover and integrate a new sense of worth rooted in your 

Indomitable Worth
● Identify as your real, indomitable worth and express yourself from 

that identity
● Experience real love for yourself despite circumstance, conditions, or 

judgments



  

Factor Seven:
Be Yourself



  

Factor Seven: Be Yourself

● What this is: This is about how you 
embody and express yourself in the world.  
It is how you LIVE who you are

● Why it is crucial: This reshapes how you 
interact with people, places, and things.  
Your sense of fulfillment, connection, being 
seen and known depends on how you show 
up as you. Your goals, achievements, 
purpose, and work are defined in this space



  

Factor Seven: Be Yourself

Essential Concepts And Skills (Taught in the 
Essential Codependency Healing Trainings):

● Differentiation And Expression Of You:
● Concepts: Understand how discernment helps you 

see what you want, value, and is a priority for you
● Skills: Discern a boundary, a priority, and a principle 

that you value and follow it



  

Factor Seven: Be Yourself
Mastery Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Codependency 
Healing System):

● Embody and Express Who You Are As Your Real Worth:
● Concepts: Understand how being your real worth informs 

your sense of identity, guides your choices and actions, 
and your personal priorities and values

● Skills: Begin sensing into, discovering, and being who you 
are as your real worth, including what you like, don’t like, 
boundaries, relationship desires, life and purpose desires, 
and how you want to show up in the world

● Guiding Principles:
● Concepts: Understand what guiding principles are, how they 

shape your life, boundaries, and priorities
● Skills: Discern your guiding principles real-time and in a 

meditative state, understand how they behave and show 
up in your life, follow and trust them



  

Factor Seven: Be Yourself

Specific milestones of this Factor:

● Essential: 
● Differentiate your desires and boundaries from others
● Trust and express those

● Mastery:
● Share yourself on your terms and allow people to filter themselves in 

and out of your life (no more people-pleasing or earning love)
● Allowing yourself to be received, loved, and valued by others
● Understanding your priorities and taking action on them consistently
● Navigating rejection, approval, and other people’s perspectives while 

keeping your worth, value, and orientation to yourself
● Deliberate, direct action towards outcomes and results you desire 

and value in your life
● Letting rejection and acceptance happen on their own
● Sharing and following through on your boundaries



  

Factor Eight:
Healthy Relating



  

Factor Eight: Healthy Relating

● What this is: This is all about compatible, 
healthy relationships with others, yourself, 
money, purpose, life. This involves knowing 
how to identify compatibility and how to 
navigate building a relationship of any type

● Why it is crucial: We’ve learned to tolerate 
unhealthy, incompatible relationships.  This 
factor helps you end that pattern and start 
enjoying loving, warm relationships built on 
care, compatibility, and trust, ending the 
cycle of abuse and neglect



  

Factor Eight: Healthy Relating

Essential Concepts And Skills (Taught in the 
Essential Codependency Healing Trainings):

● Safe People:
● Concepts: Understand trust, how it is built, and how it 

behaves
● Skills: Discern signals of trust in patterns of behavior 

and how to build more with people who show up that 
way



  

Factor Eight: Healthy Relating
Mastery Concepts And Skills (Taught in the Codependency Healing System):

● Compatibility:
● Concepts: Understand What-How-Who Method of Compatibility works, What the 4 

Zones of Compatibility in relationships are, what they require, and how they work 
for YOU

● Skills: Begin to discern how these zones work for you based on behaviors and the 
impact they create. Be able to detect these signals in other people’s behaviors

● Communication:  
● Concepts: Understand what healthy, effective communication actually is, what 

creates it, and how it works
● Skills: Be able to communicate directly and clearly what you desire, restate what you 

hear, clarity and increase comprehension, and build agreements
●  Conflict:

● Concepts: Understand what healthy conflict is and is not, what is requires, and how it 
works and builds intimacy

● Skills: Navigate conflict while being mindful of one’s capacities, sensitivities, needs, 
and wants. Build intimacy through conflict resolution

●  Attachment: 
● Concepts: Understand what attachment is in adults, how it is formed, how it is 

evolved, and the role it plays in connection
● Skills: Be able to identify your attachment “style”, the style of those you’re in 

relationship with, and forge a path toward secure attachment while regulating 
emotions, attachment anxiety, and closeness



  

Factor Eight: Healthy Relating
Specific milestones of this Factor:

● Essential: 
● Identifying trustworthy people
● Build Community and Support Resources

● Mastery:
● Identifying compatibility and incompatibility in people, places, and things 

based on your values and experience
● Sharing complaints and concerns kindly and directly
● Taking space when you need it and leaning into closeness too
● Establishment of a relationship or friendship
● Ending a relationship or friendship if necessary
● Discovery of outcomes and commitments rather than trying to control it
● Knowing your values and identifying compatibility or incompatibility there
● Accepting who they are even when it means it ends the relationship
● Nurturing secure attachment through building tolerance of closeness and 

space and navigating those needs with open, clear communication
● Navigation of conflict without attacks, projections, accusations – but with 

care, curiosity, openness, and kindness
● More relaxed play, sharing, asking, and reciprocation



  

Well-being Becomes The 
Natural Result In Your Daily 
Life When These 8 Factors 

Are Implemented, Practiced, 
And Mastered



  

This Is The Work



  

Easier Said Than Done, 
Right?



  

To Help Myself Heal, I Began 
Piecing Together These 8 
Factors Into The Be-Well 

Strategy



  

I Now Use The Be-Well 
Strategy To Help Others 

Master These 8 Factors In 
Gentle, Supported, And Even 

Playful Ways



  

This Starts With My Short 8-
week Program That Helps You 

Master The Essential 
Elements Of Each Factor



  

I Call It:



  



  

It Achieves This By Gently 
Guiding You Through 8 

Precision Trainings



  

The Healing Codependency 
Essential Trainings:

● Module One: Origin of Codependency and Care 
for the Nervous System
● Module Two: Emotional Care
● Module Three: Personal Power
● Module Four: Foundations of Self-Trust
● Module Five: Fantasy and Reality
● Module Six: Real Worth
● Module Seven: The Foundation of Knowing 
Yourself
● Module Eight: Detecting Safe People & Building 
Resources



  

And You’ll Master 8 Practices:

● Nervous System Regulation
● Pause-Acknowledge-Observe
● A-L-I
● Trust Cultivation
● Sobriety & Sane Making
● Identifying Safe People
● Nurturing Your Real Self-Worth
● Detecting and Distinguishing Yourself From 
Others



  

These 8 Trainings Give You 
The Foundation For Healing 

And Thriving Beyond 
Codependency



  

Course Details:



  

Course Details:

● Live Class Start Date: Sunday, May 14, 2023 through 
July 2, 2023
● Live Class Time: 12pm Mountain Time (only taught 
once)
● Class Length: 2 hours each
● Homework: 20-60 minutes a week
● Recordings:  Released later that day
● Total Classes: 8 total classes taught
● Unlimited Access: You get unlimited access to the 
recordings and the live classes when I offer them
● Support: Unlimited email and online community support



  

And You Receive A Specialized 
Bonus: The Nurture Course



  

The Nurture Course

 The Nurture Course: This 8-week course guides 
you through discovering, identifying, and nurturing 

your 8 core emotional needs ($497 value)



  

Would You Like To Join?



  

If So, I Have Four Criteria For 
Working With Me:



  

The 4 Criteria

● One: You are not dealing with untreated 
bi-polar or borderline personality
● Two: You are working with a therapist, 
are seeking a therapist, or open to it if 
recommended
● Three: You have an online support 
community or a local support community
● Four: You resonate and like my teaching 
style and my work has made a positive 
change in your life



  

If This Is You, You Can Join 
For...



  

$149.00
(Normally $497)

3-month payment plan 
available @ $50 a month for 3 

months



  

Get Your Seat Here:

https://signup.freetheself.com



  

Enrollment Closes May 13th, 
2023



  

Enroll Here: 

https://signup.freetheself.com



  

Q&A



  

Regulation & Class Closure
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